Travel documents

ID cards

At the heart of e-Government

Genis has enabled Slovenian public administration
to manage identity cards and simplify procedures
upon the issuing of new identity cards.

[e -Government]

[e -Government]
Based on good practices in constructing information system for biometric passports Genis has
created a new identity card register information solution.

The entire information system for ID cards includes all the procedures for applications acceptance and the issuing of various identity cards for citizens of RS, for temporary residents and identity cards with prohibition on
crossing the state border. With this new information system, Genis has backed up work procedures upon accepting applications, capturing data for personalization, collection of identity cards at administration units and
the issuing of them. This solution assures detailed monitoring of the entire identity card issuing process.

Connected procedures
With the intention of simplifying and automating procedures, Genis has linked the identity cards register with
the Population Register which represents the basis for acquiring a person’s data and with the Permanent Population Register for acquiring a person’s residence data. It also assures other services for electronic data exchange.
Thus the solution is, via SOA web servers, connected to:
* MTCT cash register and warehouse system for copying invoices for identity card issuing
* Identity card manufacturer
* Official Journal and Interpol regarding lost, missing or stolen identity cards
* Post of Slovenia for handing over and connection between identity cards records
* Police information system (Police insight into the identity card register through e-risk web transaction and
missing person data exchange)

Advanced capabilities
Genis has developed an innovative system for the digital capture of photographs and signatures and their
database storage for the purposes of new identity card information system. It has executed a system for controlling the status of identity cards and measures or prohibitions upon issuing identity card for crossing the
state border. Database administrators are assured statistical data and transfer of data into data warehouse and
connection with passport records for exchanging data on recorded measures and permits.
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